The design of reliable navigation and control systems for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) based only on visual cues and inertial data has many unsolved challenging problems, ranging from hardware and software development to pure control-theoretical issues. This paper addresses these issues by developing and implementing an adaptive visionbased autopilot for navigation and control of small and mini rotorcraft UAVs. The proposed autopilot includes a Visual Odometer (VO) for navigation in GPS-denied environments and a nonlinear control system for flight control and target tracking. The VO estimates the rotorcraft ego-motion by identifying and tracking visual features in the environment, using a single camera mounted on-board the vehicle. The VO has been augmented by an adaptive mechanism that fuses optic flow and inertial measurements to determine the range and to recover the 3D position and velocity of the vehicle. The adaptive VO pose estimates are then exploited by a nonlinear hierarchical controller for achieving various navigational tasks such as take-off, landing, hovering, trajectory tracking, target tracking, etc. Furthermore, the asymptotic stability of the entire closed-loop system has been established using systems in cascade and adaptive control theories. Experimental flight test data over various ranges of the flight envelope illustrate that the proposed vision-based autopilot performs well and allows a mini rotorcraft UAV to
Introduction
Recently, there is a growing interest in developing fully autonomous UAVs and Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) for military and civil applications. The design of sensing, navigation and control systems is a crucial step in the development of such autonomous flying machines. Position, altitude and orientation measurements are usually sufficient for the control of UAVs operating at high altitudes. Therefore, conventional avionics that include GPS and IMU provide the required information for flight control and waypoint navigation. On the other hand, mini and micro UAVs are designed to operate at low altitudes in cluttered environments. To achieve realistic missions in such complex environments, the flight controller requires precise estimation of both the vehicle pose and its surrounding environment. Among many sensors for environment mapping and obstacles detection, ultrasonic sensors, Laser Range Finder (LRF), radar and vision have distinct advantages when applied to UAVs. For medium-size UAVs such as the RMAX helicopter, LRF is widely used for obstacles avoidance [35] . We are however, interested in enabling mini UAVs and MAVs to achieve advanced flight behaviors in cluttered environments. The limited payload of these small platforms precludes the use of conventional and standard sensors. Therefore, small cameras, which are available today at low-cost, are attractive sensors for mini UAVs flying near the ground in hazardous environments. Indeed, vision provides a viable and useful solution to sensing on UAVs because cameras are too light to fit the limited payload capabilities of MAVs. Furthermore, visual sensors are passive and contain rich information about the vehicle motion and the environment structure. Unlike GPS, which does not work in the shadow of satellite visibility, vision works in a cluttered urban environment or even in indoor spaces.
Related work on visual aerial navigation
Although computer vision has many benefits for UAVs control and guidance, it presents many challenges too. Indeed, the design of reliable and real-time vision algorithms is a complex problem. Moreover, synthesizing robust flight controllers that are based on visual cues is another challenge. Despite these challenging issues, promising results have been obtained using computer vision for aerial vehicles control and navigation. Potential applications of computer vision for UAVs include pose estimation, landing, objects detection and tracking, mapping and localization, obstacles avoidance, etc.
In several UAVs projects, vision is used as a method to sense the aircraft ego-motion. Stereo visual odometers for relative position estimation were implemented in the CMU helicopter [3] and the USC's robotic helicopter. In [21] and [20] , structure from motion approach has been applied to recover the ego-motion of autonomous micro air vehicles.
Vision has also been applied to recover UAVs pose with respect to some artificial marks like the work presented in [2] . Some researchers have also developed vision systems that can estimate the UAV attitude by detecting the horizon line [9] .
The use of vision for autonomous landing has been actively researched. In the BEAR project at the university of California Berkeley, a vision system that uses multiple view geometry has been developed to land an autonomous helicopter on a moving deck [38] . In [34] , the authors proposed a vision-based strategy that allows the AVATAR helicopter to land on a slowly moving helipad with known shape. Stereo vision is also used to detect safe landing area and to achieve soft landing [18] , [44] .
There are also some applications of vision for UAVs simultaneous localization and map building (visual SLAM) [27] , [6] , [26] .
Computer vision is also used as the primary sensor for objects detection and tracking like for windows tracking [30] , [32] , moving target tracking [19] , road following [8] , etc.
Most of previous techniques rely on the reconstruction of the vehicle's state vector which is then used in the control loop. It is also important to note that most reported experimental results have been obtained using helicopters that weigh several kilograms.
Recently, many researchers have been interested in using image motion or optic flow for UAVs control and navigation without recovering the explicit motion of the vehicle. These techniques are inspired from insects like honeybees and flies which rely heavily on optic flow for navigation and flight control [42] , [43] .
Barrows [5] designed a VLSI optic flow sensor for use in a MAV, which was tested on a small glider, and later applied for altitude control of a small aircraft [13] . Ruffier and Franceschini [33] developed an optic flow-based autopilot to control a tethered 100-g helicopter. In later work [37] , another vision-based system was used for speed control and lateral obstacle avoidance. Another interesting work has been done by Zuffery and Floreano [45] who have developed 30-g and 10-g microflyers that can avoid walls using optic flow. A combined optic flow and stereo-based navigation system has been implemented on the AVATAR helicopter by Hrabar et al. [16] to demonstrate obstacles avoidance in an urban environment. In [7] , Chahl et al. designed and implemented an optic flow-based system for UAVs landing. In recent work, Garratt and Chahl [11] conducted experiments on a Eagle helicopter and used optic flow and GPS velocity for height estimation, terrain following and lateral motion control.
While most of reviewed works have been done using fixed-wing UAVs or small-scale helicopters, little experimental results have been reported on vision-based control of mini rotorcraft UAVs that weigh less than one kilogram hal-00445648, version 1 -10 Jan 2010 like the quadrotor helicopter. Most existing works on visual servoing of mini quadrotor UAVs have focused on basic stabilization or hovering [2] , [10] , [14] and indoor flights in structured environments [45] , [1] , [15] .
Description of the proposed vision-based autopilot
In this paper, we present an embedded autopilot which uses information extracted from real-time images for navigation and flight control. Our objective in this research is to extend previous findings on vision-based navigation in order to allow mini rotorcraft UAVs to navigate within unknown indoor and outdoor environments and to achieve more advanced flight behaviors like trajectory tracking, precise hovering, vertical landing, target tracking, etc. Furthermore, the system is needed to meet the payload requirements of miniature rotorcraft that weigh less than 1 kg. In order to reach this goal, we have dealt with both theoretical and practical aspects of vision-based control of UAVs. Indeed, we have designed and implemented a vision-based autopilot that includes a real-time vision algorithm for features tracking and image motion integration, an adaptive visual odometer for range and motion estimation, and a hierarchical nonlinear controller for guidance and 3D flight control.
Functionally, the vision algorithm computes in real-time optic flow, tracks visual features and estimates the travelled flight distance in terms of total image displacement (in pixels). These visual measurements are then fused with IMU data in order to overcome the non-desired rotation effects. Indeed, it is difficult to sense UAV translation with vision alone since image displacements also occur with aircraft rotation (translation-rotation ambiguity). Another ambiguity is the scale factor or the unknown range that can not be estimated from visual measurements alone. This ambiguity is resolved by exploiting the adaptive control tools to identify the scale factor or range from optic flow and accelerometers data. The real aircraft position, velocity and height are then recovered. These estimates are then, used by a multipurpose nonlinear controller for autonomous 3D flight control.
Although previous works have shown that visual cues can lead to an autonomous flight, our work has extended this finding in a number of areas. The proposed autopilot is based on only two lightweight sensors, a small single camera and a low-cost IMU without using GPS. A major novelty in our work is that we have demonstrated the possibility and feasibility of recovering the range and aircraft motion from optic flow and IMU data, thereby leading to advanced flight behaviors. Unlike other works, our system has been implemented and demonstrated outdoors and indoors using a miniature unstable rotorcraft that weighs less than 700 grams. A final new contribution of this work is that we have developed a 3D flight nonlinear controller and proved its asymptotic stability and robustness even in the presence of estimation errors in the visual odometer.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the vision algorithm and its implementation. In Section 3, we explain the mathematical basis of the adaptive visual odometer and discuss how range and UAV motion can be estimated by accurately fusing optic flow with IMU data. The design of a nonlinear flight controller is presented in Section 4, followed by the stability analysis of the closedloop system. The platform hardware and real-time implementation of the vision and control algorithms are described in Section 5. Experimental results for a quadrotor MAV are presented and discussed in Section 6. Finally, we provide in Section 7 some conclusions and a summary of the obtained results.
Vision algorithm for features tracking and image motion integration
The main objective of this vision algorithm is to extract useful information, from the video of an on-board camera, about the MAV motion and its environment. The proposed approach is an incremental procedure that relies on features tracking in order to provide visual measurements about the aircraft velocity and its position relative to its initial location.
Features selection and tracking
The tracking algorithm consists of a Lucas-Kanade (LK) tracker which is based on gradient-based optic flow computation. In our implementation, we have used the OpenCV library that contains efficient implementation of the Shi-Tomasi [39] algorithm for good features selection and the pyramidal LK [29] algorithm for features tracking.
The outputs of this algorithm are the positions (x i (t), y i (t)) of the tracked features in the image frame. We have slightly modified that algorithm in order to provide also estimates about the optic flow at each feature location.
Estimation of the rotorcraft pseudo-motion
A vision system can estimate rotorcraft pseudo-motion 1 by tracking stationary objects (features) in the surrounding environment. Features are displaced in consecutive images as the rotorcraft moves. In the previous subsection, we have briefly described an effective algorithm for accurately measuring this image displacement (feature position and feature velocity or optic flow). There are many approaches for interpretating these visual estimates in order to extract useful information for navigation. The traditional approach, known as the Structure-From-Motion (SFM) problem consists in recovering both the camera ego-motion and scene structure using correspondences of tracked features [20] or computed optic flow [21] . Another approach, inspired from biology, uses directly optic flow for reactive navigation without any reconstruction of the motion and structure. Here, we propose another approach which consists in tracking few features in a small image area and integrating over space and time these measurements in order to provide one robust estimate about optic flow and the total image displacement. The approach is motivated by the fact that only few useful and reliable measurements will be processed by the onboard flight computer, thereby reducing the computation time. Figure 2 shows the main steps of our vision algorithm.
In the beginning, about 20 features are selected in some given 50 × 50 image area that can be considered as a "target template" which is initially chosen at the image center. These features are then tracked in the successive images, and the position of the "target template" is simply computed by taking the mean of the tracked features position. The "target template" velocity or optic flow is also calculated by taking the mean of the tracked features velocity. As the rotorcraft moves, older features leave the Field Of View (FOV) and new features enter the FOV. Therefore, an effective mechanism is required to deal with features disappearance and appearance and to continue motion estimation. hal-00445648, version 1 -10 Jan 2010 in the image frame; and the two components of the total displacement (x, y)[pixels].
Rotation effects compensation
Image displacements occur with rotorcraft translation and orientation. Therefore, in order to sense aircraft translation which is essential for flight control, rotation effects must be eliminated from the measured image displacement and optic flow. Furthermore, this translation-rotation ambiguity is more significant in rotorcraft UAVs since the vehicle translation is a direct result of its attitude change. To overcome this problem and compensate the rotational components of optic flow and image displacement, onboard IMU data (Euler angles (θ , φ ) and angular rate data (ω x , ω y , ω z )) are used.
and
where f is the camera focal length, (x t , y t ) and (ẋ t ,ẏ t ) are the translational components of image displacement and optic flow, respectively. For effective compensation of the image displacement caused by rotation, the latency problem between the IMU measurements and visual estimates should be addressed. From experimental tests, we have identified a time-delay of about 0.25s between the IMU and visual data. This delay is mainly due to the fact that images are processed at the ground station and the visual data are sent back to the embedded microprocessor for further processing. To overcome this problem, we applied a low-pass filter to the IMU data to filter the measurements from noise but also to introduce a 0.25s delay in the IMU data. By using this simple strategy, the filtered (or delayed) IMU measurements were almost identical to vision estimates during pure rotation movements, thereby resulting in effective compensation of rotation effects (see Figure 6) .
At this stage, we have visual information (x t , y t ,ẋ t ,ẏ t ) about the rotorcraft position and velocity which are expressed in terms of incremented image displacement in [pixels] and optic flow in [pixels/s]. The true UAV position and velocity can not be directly deduced because of the range ambiguity. Indeed, the translational image displacement depends on both aircraft translation and relative distance (range) to the perceived objects.
Adaptive visual odometer for range and UAV motion estimation
This section presents an adaptive visual odometer that can estimate the true MAV position in [m] and velocity in [m/s] using the visual estimates (x t , y t ,ẋ t ,ẏ t ) and accelerometers measurements. Furthermore, the proposed odometer allows to recover the range, which is used for height control when the camera is looking downwards or obstacles avoidance for any other camera orientation.
Mathematical formulation of the adaptive visual odometer
Here, we show theoretically that it is possible to recover the range and the real UAV motion using only visual information from a single camera and accelerometers data.
Let us write the relation between the available visual measurements (x t , y t [pixels],ẋ t ,ẏ t [pixels/s]) and the state vari-
If the camera is looking downwards, then we can write:
It is clear from the above equations that if the range Z (here equivalent to height) can be estimated then the true MAV position and velocity can be recovered using equations (3) and (4) . As a first step, we propose a real-time identification algorithm that will estimate the range Z under the following assumptions:
1. The height changes are small (Z ≈ cst and V z ≈ 0) when applying the identifier. 2. The terrain or relief is smooth such that it can be decomposed into flat segments.
In order to satisfy the first assumption, a static pressure sensor was added to the platform for enhancing the vertical motion estimation and control. However, this sensor does not provide height above the ground objects or relative distances to the perceived objects. Like GPS, it indicates the height with respect to the sea level, and when calibrated it can estimate the height with respect to the initial point. We would like to highlight that pressure sensor is very light (few grams), cheep (few dollars) and works in indoor and outdoor environments. Thus, it can be easily integrated into MAV hal-00445648, version 1 -10 Jan 2010
and combined with vision to improve the control of vertical motion.
By considering the previous assumptions, equation (4) 
where (a x , a y ) are the MAV linear accelerations expressed in the inertial frame. Many types of on-line parameter estimation techniques can be applied to estimate Z using the derivatives of optic flow and linear accelerations (see equation (5)). Our odometer is based on the Recursive-Least-Squares (RLS) algorithm which presents many advantages for our application.
Generalities on the Recursive-Least-Squares algorithm
The choice of this method is essentially motivated by the fact that it is easy to implement and appropriate for realtime applications. In addition, it is robust with respect to noise and it has been widely used in parameter estimation in a recursive and nonrecursive form mainly for discrete-time systems [17] , [12] , [4] , [28] .
The RLS method is simple to apply in the case where the unknown parameters appear in a linear form, such as in the linear parametric model:
where b T is a constant vector which contains the unknown parameters and (y, γ) are the available output and input signals.
The RLS algorithm formula are obtained by minimizing some cost function and its expression is as follows [17] :
The stability properties of the RLS algorithm depend on the value of the forgetting factor β .
In our implementation, we have used a robust version of the standard RLS algorithm that includes:
-RLS with forgetting factor: equation (6) has been modified to avoid an unbounded growth of he gain matrix P(t) when the forgetting factor β > 0.
-RLS with projection: in many practical problems where b represents the physical parameters of a plant, we may have some a priori knowledge like the upper and/or lower bounds (b max , b min ). Thus, we have modified the RLS algorithm to constrain the estimates search, thereby resulting in the following advantages: 1) speed-up the convergence, 2) reduce large transients, and 3) avoid some singular cases likeb = 0 which is very important for control design. -RLS with dead-zone: the principal idea behind the deadzone is to monitor the size of the estimation error and adapt only when the estimation error is large relative to the modelling error or disturbance. This means that adaptation or identification process is switched off when the normalized estimation error εm is small.
More details about robust RLS algorithms including their stability analysis can be found in [17] and the references therein.
Application of RLS algorithm to range (height) estimation
Now, let us apply a robust RLS algorithm to estimate the height Z in (5). In a deterministic case, Z can be estimated using one of the following SISO subsystems "
". An interesting solution could consist in estimating Z for each SISO subsystem and then, fuse the two obtained estimates (Ẑ 1 ,Ẑ 2 ) in a favorable manner. For more robustness against noise and external disturbances, we have applied the RLS algorithm with projection and dead-zone in order to estimateẐ 1 ,Ẑ 2 from available measurements (ẋ t , a x ), (ẏ t , a y ), respectively. The two estimates (Ẑ 1 ,Ẑ 2 ) have then been fused using a weighted averaging method where the weights depend on the Persistency Excitation (PE) property of each signal a i , i = x, y. This idea can be mathematically described as follows:
where the weights (w 1 , w 2 ) are functions of the PE condition. In order to apply the RLS method to estimate Z in (5), we need to write the preceding system in the following linear parametric form: y = b T γ, and then the application of the modified robust RLS algorithm becomes straightforward. This can be done using the following formula:
,
hal-00445648, version 1 -10 Jan 2010 where 1 (s+λ 1 ) and 1 (s+λ 2 ) are fist-order low-pass filters, which are used to avoid direct signals differentiation.
Theorem 1 For i = 1, 2, the modified RLS algorithm with projection and dead-zone, applied to system (5) and (8) , guarantees the following properties, [17] : Rigorous and detailed proof of this theorem can be found in any book on identification techniques such as [17] .
Since the two estimates (b 1 ,b 2 ) satisfy the properties in Theorem 1, it is then trivial to show thatẐ 1 
andẐ in (7) are positive and satisfy also the properties (a)-(d) listed in Theorem 1. Once the height Z is identified, the aircraft horizontal position vector (X,Y ) and velocity vector (V x ,V y ) can be recovered using (3) and (5): 
In fact, the observer stability is a direct consequence of the parameter identifier (RLS algorithm) stability. Indeed, the obtained position and velocity estimates satisfy the following properties:
3. 
Nonlinear 3D flight controller design and stability
This section presents the design of a nonlinear flight controller and the analysis of the closed-loop system stability. The objective is to design an effective and practical controller that considers plant system nonlinearities and coupling, but also the characteristics and specificities of the adaptive visual odometer estimates. Furthermore, the controller is required to guarantee good flight performance and robustness even in the presence of identification errors.
Rotorcraft dynamics modelling
Let us denote by
and angular rate vectors, respectively. Therefore, the dynamics of a rotorcraft UAV such as the quadrotor helicopter, used in this research, can be represented by the following mathematical model [31] , [22] :
where u is the total thrust, τ is the torque vector, R and Ψ are the rotation and Euler matrices, respectively. The pseudo in-
Flight controller design
Control design for rotorcraft UAVs is already a challenging task, especially when it comes to deal with unknown parameters and state variables estimation errors. To cope with these issues, we have proposed a hierarchical flight controller that exploits the structural properties of rotorcraft UAVs model given by (12) . Our objective is to develop a 3D
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flight controller that performs well in practice 3 as well as in theory 4 .
To reach this goal, we have separated the aircraft model into two connected subsystems by decoupling the translational dynamics (outer-loop) and rotational dynamics (innerloop). The time-scale separation between the two subsystems is made by considering the following transformations (or change of variables): (12) and considering (13) , the system (12) can be written in the following form [25] , [23] :
where
and B 2 ∈ R 6×3 are defined in [23] .
The rotorcraft control problem is thus, formulated as the control of two cascaded subsystems which are coupled by a nonlinear term ∆ (u, η d , e η ). Some techniques have been proposed in the literature to control systems in cascade [40] , [36] . Here, we use partially passivation design to synthesize two stabilizing feedbacks µ = α(χ,ξ d ),τ = β (e,η d ) such that the tracking errors (χ, e) are asymptotically stable for all initial conditions. The idea is to consider ∆ (u, η d , e η ) as a disturbance on the χ-subsystem which must be driven to zero, and stabilize independently the χ-and e-subsystems.
Since the χ-subsystem without the coupling ∆ (.) and the e-subsystem in (14) are linear, we can use simple linear controllers such as PD or PID. Therefore, we synthesize two control laws (15) such that the matrices
It is important to note that the control µ(χ) is computed using the estimates of the adaptive visual odometer.
Although A χ and A e are Hurwitz, the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system can not be directly deduced because of the interconnection term ∆ (χ, η d , e η ) and the odometer estimation errors. The asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system and its robustness with respect to ∆ (χ, η d , e η ) are analyzed in the next subsection.
Closed-loop system stability and robustness
By substituting (15) into (14), the closed-loop system dynamics become
In this section, the stability of the closed-loop system (16) is established, considering the interconnection term ∆ (χ, e) and errors in the state vector estimation. If the visual odometer estimates (ξ ,υ) converge to their true values (no estimation errors), then the tracking errorχ will become χ and system (16) can be written as follows:
Even for this simplified system it is difficult to prove the stability property because of the complex interconnection term ∆ (χ, e). However, a detailed demonstration of the stability property for system (17) can be fount in our previous papers [25] , [24] . This paper extends the previous results by proving the stability property of system (16) 
So, the outer-loop dynamics in (16) become: (19) Now, the closed-loop system (16) can be expressed in the following form:
The term ε(b, ξ d , υ d ) is mainly due to the parameter estimate error b −b (height estimation error). Indeed, ifb converges to its true value b, then ε will converge to zero.
According to Sontag's theorem [40] , the closed-loop system (20) is Globally Asymptotically Stable (GAS) provided that the outer-loop "χ =Â χ χ + ε(b, z d , υ d )" and the innerloop "ė = A e e" are GAS and the trajectories (χ(t), e(t)) are bounded. One of the major tools usually used to show the boundedness of connected system trajectories is the Inputto-State-Stability (ISS) property [40] . The ISS property is a strong condition which is often difficult to verify. For the system (20) , the complexity is due to the interconnection term ∆ (b, χ, e) . Consequently, we propose a theorem that guarantees the GAS of the connected system (20) provided that the interconnection term ∆ (b, χ, e) satisfies some relaxed conditions. (20) are bounded.
Theorem 2 If the following three conditions hold, then all the solutions χ(t) and e(t) of

A1. The equilibrium point e = 0 is GAS and Locally Exponentially Stable (LES).
A2. There exist a positive semi-definite radially unbounded function V (χ) and positive constants c 1 and c 2 such that for
A3. There exist a positive constant c 3 and one class-K function γ(.), differentiable at e = 0, such that
The proof of Theorem 2 is done in [22] . (20) is stable and the tracking error χ is bounded. Furthermore, ifb(t) converges to b then, the equilibrium point (χ, e) = (0, 0) is GAS.
Proposition 2 The closed-loop system
Proof:
In order to prove the stability of the closed-loop system (16) or (20), we need to prove that the e-subsystem, the χ-subsystem and the coupling term ∆ (.) satisfy the conditions A1, A2 and A3 respectively.
• A1. e-subsystem stability: Since the matrix A e is Hurwitz, then, the e-subsystem (inner-loop) is GES which is stronger than the GAS property.
• A2. χ-subsystem stability: We are interested here, in the stability of the subsystemχ B 1 K χ is Hurwitz and the tracking error χ(t) is bounded. Furthermore, we will prove that the assumption A2. of Theorem 2 is satisfied.
Let us recall the expression of the identification error-
We recall that the matrix is positive and bounded. Due to the structure of the matrices A 1 and B 1 , then it is easy to show that the matrix 
From equation (23), we can show that after a finite time T, we obtain
This means that given any initial condition χ(0), the trajectories χ(t) of the subsystem " 
where 
The proof of Lemma 1 is given in [22] .
Recalling (25) and (27) , the interconnection term ∆ (.) verifies
Substituting (18) into (28) 
e , which is a class-K function, the interconnection term ∆ (b, χ, e) satisfies the growth restriction (22) , that is,
Finally, the stability of the closed-loop system (20) and the boundedness of trajectories (χ(t), e(t)) are direct consequences of Theorem 2. Furthermore, if the PE property is satisfied, then the estimateb(t) converges exponentially to the true value b. Therefore, the χ-subsystem is GAS, thereby ensuring the GAS of the equilibrium point (χ, e) = (0, 0).
These theoretical results are very interesting because they state that the aircraft position and velocity can be accurately recovered and controlled using only visual cues and IMU data. Furthermore, in the presence of significant external disturbances that may probably induce bounded errors in the parameter estimateb (height sinceb = f /Ẑ), the stability of the connected closed-loop system holds and the position tracking errors remain within a small bounded region (see equation (24)). The tracking errors can be significantly reduced by exciting the system (PE property) in order to improve the estimation of the unknown parameter b or height.
Aerial robotic platform and software implementation
The proposed adaptive vision-based autopilot was implemented on a quadrotor MAV platform that we have developed at Chiba University. This section provides information about the air vehicle, its avionics and real-time architecture, and the implementation of vision and control algorithms.
Description of the aerial robotic platform
Our testbed is based on a quadrotor vehicle which is manufactured by the Ascending Technologies GmbH company (Germany). The original kit includes the airframe, four brushless motors, four propellers and some electronics for manual flight. The vehicle is 53 cm rotor-tip to rotor-tip and weighs 400 grams including battery. It has a 300-g payload and an endurance of approximately 22 minutes without payload and 12 minutes with full payload. The original electronics of the AscTech quadrotor were kept but its attitude controller has been disabled except internal gyros feedback control which is running at 1 kHz.
In order to demonstrate vision-based autonomous flight, we have fitted the quadrotor helicopter with an embedded autopilot, which is designed and built by the authors. As shown in Figure 3 , the hardware components that make up the basic flight avionics of our platform include a small microcontroller from Gumstix Inc., the MNAV100CA sensor from Crossbow Inc. and a vision system from Range Video Inc.
-Gumstix micro-controller: the Gumstix micro-controller is a light-weight and powerful computing unit that is very appropriate for our needs and micro UAVs applications in general. Indeed, it weighs only 8 grams and has a 400-MHz CPU with 16-MB flash memory and 64-MB SDRAM memory. Two expansion boards (console-st and wifistix) have been mounted on the Gumstix motherboard, thereby providing two RS-232 ports and WiFi communication with the GCS. The total weight of the obtained Linux-running computer is about 30 grams including interface card, WiFi module and antenna.
The Gumstix-based Flight Control Computer (FCC) performs sensor data acquisition and fusion, implements vision and control algorithms and generates the required control inputs (thrust, pitching torque, rolling torque and yawing torque).
-AVR micro-controller: this auxiliary micro-controller has two main tasks:
1. It reads the control inputs from the main FCC and encodes them into a PPM signal which is then used to drive the vehicle motors. 2. It implements the flight termination system which consists in achieving an emergency landing when some hardware or software problem occurs (see [25] for more details).
-MNAV sensor: The MNAV100CA sensor is manufactured by Crossbow and designed for miniature ground and air vehicles. It includes a digital IMU, a ublox GPS receiver and a pressure sensor in one compact sensor. It is a low-cost (1500 USD) and light-weight (35 grams without GPS antenna) sensor, with a low power consumption, making it hal-00445648, version 1 -10 Jan 2010 ideal for mini and micro UAVs applications. The IMU outputs raw data from 3 accelerometers, 3 gyrometers and 3 magnetometers at the rate of 50 Hz to the FCC. The GPS data are updated at 4 Hz and the static pressure sensor measurements are provided at a rate of 50 Hz. All these sensor data are sent to the FCC through an RS-232 serial link.
-Vision system: for this project, we have used an imaging system from RangeVideo that includes an analog camera (KX-171), a 1.3 GHz wireless video transmitter, a hight gain antenna, a video receiver and a grabber card. The choice of this vision system was based primarily on range (about 1 km) and frequency (to avoid interferences with the 2.4 GHz of the WiFi module). The framegrabber is used to digitize individual frames from the analog video signal coming from the onboard imaging system. This enables frame acquisition at speeds up to 25 frames/s to obtain images of 320 x 240 pixels resolution.
Implementation of the real-time software
The developed real-time software can be divided into two main parts, the ground control station software and the embedded navigation and control algorithms. Figure 5 . The third and last thread implements the first part of the vision algorithm which is described in Section 2. This vision algorithm runs at 12 Hz and exploits some functions of the OpenCV library.
-The embedded software: the adaptive visual odometer described in Section 3 and the flight controller presented in Section 4 are implemented on the Gumstix FCC using multithread programming. Other navigation algorithms for sensor data acquisition and fusion are implemented in the onboard FCC. In total, the embedded software is composed of six different threads that are running at different frequencies: 1) thread 1 for communication with the GCS (10Hz); 2) thread 2 for sensor data acquisition (50Hz); 3) thread 3 for attitude estimation (50Hz); 4) thread 4 for GPS-INS fusion and position estimation (10Hz); 5) thread 5 that implements the adaptive visual odometer (10Hz); 6) guidance and control algorithms (50Hz). Figure 4 shows the different programs that are running on the GCS laptop and the onboard microcontroller.
The values of the nonlinear controller gains are shown in Table 1 . The parameters of the RLS algorithm used for height estimation are chosen as follow: β = 0.4, P(0) = 5, 
Experimental results of vision-based flights
The performance of the adaptive vision-based autopilot was demonstrated in real flights using the quadrotor MAV described in Section 5. We have performed various indoor and outdoor flight tests under autonomous control for take-off, landing, hovering, trajectory tracking, stationary and moving target tracking. All the outdoor flight tests, described in this Section, have been conducted at the play-ground of the Chiba University Campus which was not prepared in any way for flight experiments. As it can be seen in Figure 5 and flight videos, the field is almost homogenous without rich texture.
Remark 1 For the experimental flight tests, described in this Section, the flight controller used the adaptive visual odometer estimates for position, height and velocity feedback. GPS measurements are recorded during flights and plotted here for comparison only. It is important to note that GPS data can not be considered as the ground-truth since we are using a low-cost GPS with ±2m accuracy for horizontal position and ±5m error for height.
Static tests for rotation effects compensation and height estimation
These static tests aim at demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach (1)- (2) for compensating the rotational component of optic flow and image displacement using IMU data. We also analyze the performance of the adaptive visual odometer for height estimation using optic flow and accelerations.
We have conducted two static tests under different conditions. In test A, we have moved the MAV by hand in the following sequence: 1) vertical movement from 0 m to 1 m height; 2) horizontal movement along the X-axis at different heights (1m, 0.5m, 1m); 3) pure rotational movement (pitch movement); and 4) vertical landing. In test B, we have repeated almost the same maneuvers with two differences: 1) the MAV is moved along the X-axis (zig zag) when performing vertical landing; 2) a small fan or ventilator is used to simulate wind. For both tests, we have plotted in Figure 6 , the total image displacement and OF computed by the vision algorithm (blue line), the rotational image motion obtained from IMU data (red line), and the resulted translational image motion after compensation (black line). We can clearly see in Figure  6 that rotation effects are effectively cancelled.
Concerning height estimation by the pressure sensor and the adaptive visual odometer, several remarks can be made.
-The pressure sensor works well in good weather conditions and it is sensitive to wind and temperature. -The adaptive visual odometer is able to estimate the height when the translational OF is not very small. -Compared to the pressure sensor, the visual odometer takes some time to converge to the true value when the MAV experiences vertical motion (height changes).
These tests prove the feasibility and possibility of estimating the height using optic flow and IMU data. For more robustness and accuracy, the height estimate used in flight tests is obtained by fusing the odometer measurement, the pressure sensor data and INS using a linear Kalman filter.
Outdoor autonomous hovering with automatic take-off and landing
The objective of this experiment is to check the robustness and accuracy of the developed vision-based autopilot for achieving stationary flights in natural environments with poor texture. The MAV is tasked to take-off autonomously, to hover at a desired altitude of 5m and then to achieve a vertical auto-landing. As shown in Figure 7 , this task was achieved successfully with good performance. Indeed, the MAV maintained its 3D position with good accuracy (±2 m maximum error) using the adaptive visual odometer estimates. The small errors in position control are mainly due to wind which was about 3.5m/s during the flight test. We can also see on Figure 7 that reference height trajectories are tracked accurately (±1 m maximum error) during take-off, hovering and landing phases. The inner-loop controller performs also well and tracks the reference angles.
We conclude from this test that all the components of the proposed vision-based autopilot (vision algorithm, adaptive visual odometer, nonlinear controller) perform stably and robustly despite the textureless environment.
Video clips of autonomous vision-based hovering can be found at: fully autonomous indoor flight using information extracted from optic flow. This test has been conducted at Tokyo Big Sight during an international exhibition.
Remark 2
In this test, optic flow and motion parameters were computed using the vision algorithm presented in our previous paper [21] .
Since the floor is homogeneous without any texture, we have put some objects on the ground to provide some texture for optic flow computation (see Figure 8) . The task was similar to the one described above, that is take-off, hovering and automatic landing. The exception or difference here is that during autonomous hovering, we have switched to manual flight for several seconds and then switched back to autonomous flight. The objective of this maneuver was to show to the audience (visitors) that the rotorcraft is naturally unstable and the vision-control system plays the main role in stabilizing the vehicle.
As it can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9 , the rotorcraft achieved autonomously the required task with good performance.
A video clip of this flight test can be found at:
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=Zt2WisDjUY0&feature=channel_page
6.4 Automatic take-off, accurate hovering and precise auto-landing on some arbitrary target As described in Section 2, the image area where optic flow and image displacement are computed is initially chosen at the image center. However, the developed GCS and embedded softwares allow to choose this target-template at any location of the image by just selecting the desired area/object on the image. This flight test consists in exploiting this useful characteristic to achieve an accurate hovering above some designated ground target and to perform a precise auto-landing on it.
The rotorcraft was put on a small box of about 50cm x 70cm which is used as a target. The take-off procedure is launched from the GCS and the target is selected when it appeared in the camera FOV (about 1m height during takeoff). When the MAV reached the desired height of 10m, it performed an accurate hovering by detecting the target and keeping it at the image center (see Figure 10) . Finally, the auto-landing procedure is activated and the MAV executed descent flight while controlling its horizontal position to keep the target at the image center. The MAV landed at 25 cm from the target, but it can be seen from the video that the MAV was exactly on the target at 30 cm height and then landed just near the target. This is due to very large image displacements when the MAV is at few centimeters from the target or ground. One approach to solve this problem could consist in deactivating the visual odometer and decrementing the thrust when the aircraft is under some height (50cm for example). ble even at 10m height. Indeed, as shown in Figure 11 , the horizontal velocities, pitch and roll angles are stabilized and kept very small. The good performance of this flight test can be checked by seeing the associated video clip at:
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=rbmsivw5luk&feature=channel_page 6.5 Tracking a moving ground target with automatic take-off and auto-landing Here, we explore the possibility of our vision-control system to track a ground moving target. For this experiment, we have used a small cart (see Figure 13 ) as a target and placed it at about 20m from the GCS.
First, the MAV performed automatic take-off from the target and hovered above the target (6m height) for nearly 100 s. Then, the target is continuously moved towards the GCS by pulling some wire attached to the target. The control objective is thus, to keep the moving target at the image center by controlling the relative position between the MAV and the target to zero. Figure 12 shows that the target is accurately tracked even when it is moving. The GPS ground-track on the first graph shows that the MAV flied about 20m (which corresponds also to target movement) while controlling the relative position between the MAV and the target to zero with ±1m maximum error during tracking. Figure 13 (a) shows the tracked target on an image captured by the onboard camera and displayed at the GCS. We can also see in Figure 13 (b) the rotorcraft tracking the moving target.
Video clip of this flight test is available at:
http://jp.youtube.com/watch?v=6obHavVvJyk&feature=channel_page
6.6 Velocity-based control for trajectory tracking using vision
This flight test involves a velocity control scheme. It aims at evaluating and demonstrating the ability of the MAV to achieve hovering flight and velocity trajectory tracking by relying on velocities computed from optic flow without position feedback. After automatic take-off, the MAV is tasked to hover and then to achieve autonomous translational flight by tracking some reference trajectories, sent in real-time from the GCS. The commands for this test were: take-off, fly left, stop, fly forward, stop, fly right, stop, fly backward, stop, hover, land. From Figure 14 , the rotorcraft can be seen to clearly respond to commands and to track reference velocity trajectories. Although the closed-loop control of horizontal position is not used in this test, the MAV seems to track also the position reference trajectories with small drifts. In fact, the position reference trajectories are obtained by integrating over time the velocity reference trajectories. Despite the poor texture (see Figure 15) , the vision algorithm and adaptive visual odometer were able to track features, compute optic flow and recover the MAV motion parameters.
When doing these tests, the GPS signal was not available because of some technical problem of the GPS antenna connector.
This flight behavior is very useful and needed for many real-world applications where GPS signal is not available. Indeed, autonomous velocity control is sufficient to achieve many realistic tasks by just sending high-level commands.
A video clip of this flight test and other tests can be found at: 6.7 Position-based control for trajectory tracking using visual estimates
In this experiment, both position and velocity estimates are used by the controller to track arbitrary position and velocity trajectories, pre-programmed in the onboard FCC or sent by the operator from the GCS. The reference trajectories, shown in Figure 16 , consist in vertical climb (take-off) to an altitude of 6m, 12m-sideward flight and 16m-forward flight, simultaneous backward and sideward flight to return to the starting point. The height is then, reduced to 3m and small displacement commands are given 5 . The obtained results, shown in Figure 16 are very satisfactory. Indeed, the reference position, height, velocity and attitude trajectories are well tracked. The MAV was stable along the flight course. on the 2D map of the GCS interface (see Figure 5) . The MAV should then, pass the assigned waypoints in a given sequence. The objective of this test is to compare the GPS and the visual odometer for estimating the horizontal position during waypoint navigation. The obtained results are shown in Figure 17 .
One can see that the reference trajectories are tracked and the mission is accomplished. It is also important to note that during this translational flight, the adaptive visual odometer was able to estimate the MAV position or the travelled flight distance despite the textureless environment. Therefore, vision-based waypoint navigation is possible by the current system when combined with some landmarks recognition algorithm.
Discussion
The reported results over different flight scenarios testify on the effectiveness and robustness of the developed visionbased autopilot. However, the proposed system can be further improved especially the adaptive visual odometer. Here, we discuss briefly the main weaknesses of the proposed visual odometer and some ideas to address these issues.
Inaccuracies in position estimation are mainly due to two factors, estimation errors error growing in long range navigation and identification errors in the adaptive process.
-Growing estimation errors in Visual Odometry (VO): VO pose estimates are produced by tracking visual features in the environment and integrating or accumulating their image displacement. Although VO is an incremental process, our results have shown that positioning accuracy to within a few percent of measured ground truth is possible, over distances of about hundred meters. However, the performance of the VO is expected to degrade for longer flight distances due to the accumulation of unbounded errors. Furthermore, the poor texture of some terrain surfaces leads to poorer performance since VO is an exteroceptive sensing method that relies on features tracking.
To enable accurate and robust long range navigation with VO, this latter can be combined with other terrain relative navigation techniques like landmarks recognition. An interesting approach could consist in performing landmarks matching and recognition in a moment-to-moment fashion (or periodically) to estimate the absolute position, and integrating the flight path between landmarks to estimate the relative position. Therefore, computation of distance flown is re-commenced whenever a prominent landmark is encountered. Re-setting the VO at each landmark facilitates accurate long-range navigation by preventing excessive accumulation of odometric errors. Indeed, some animals like bees seem to use landmark-based cues as well as visual path integration to navigate to a goal [41] .
In this paper, we have concentrated on the VO for estimating the vehicle's position relative to some known location like the initial location or recognized landmark.
-Range estimation errors in the adaptive process: The visual odometer presented here requires an approximate measure of height above the ground. A RLS algorithm has been used to estimate the height by fusing the derivatives of optic flow and IMU accelerations data. This process suffers from the general well-known drawbacks of identification algorithms like noise and poor input-output signals (non-excited system). During real-time experiments, we have noticed performance degradation in height estimation by the RLS algorithm when the rotorcraft is hovering or flying at very low speeds. In this case, input and output signals are small compared to the noise level and do not contain sufficient information to estimate the height. As stated in Section 2, this is related to the persistent excitation (PE) property which is not satisfied in this case.
This issue has been handled by switching off the adaptation process when the input and output signals are small (stationary or slow flights). In this case, height estimate is primary provided by the pressure sensor as a propagation of previous estimates using a kinematic Kalman filter. Although the obtained results are satisfactory, range estimation process can be further improved by exciting the system (small lateral oscillations or zig-zag flight) from time to time and/or using more robust identification algorithms.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a vision-based autopilot which is designed for miniature UAVs and MAVs flying at low altitudes. The developed system is based on a downwardlooking camera and relies heavily on visual cues to achieve various navigation tasks in unknown environments. Unlike some existing bio-inspired flight controllers which are usually used for reactive navigation, the proposed vision-based autopilot extends optic flow-based control capabilities to complex navigational tasks such as accurate hovering, arbitrary trajectory tracking, stationary and moving target tracking, etc. These capabilities are mainly due to the incorporated adaptive visual odometer that allows the estimation of the height and the recovery of the rotorcraft position and velocity. A practical nonlinear control system is also designed and used for flight control. The combined visual odometer and flight controller result in an effective autopilot that is easy to implement while guaranteeing the asymptotic stability of the entire closed-loop system.
The experimental flight tests, performed indoors and outdoors under realistic conditions, have shown the good performance of the proposed adaptive vision-control system. Indeed, experimental results over various ranges of the flight envelope illustrate that the proposed vision-based autopilot allowed a small quadrotor MAV to achieve automatic take-off, accurate hovering, precise auto-landing, trajectory tracking and moving target detection and tracking. These results demonstrate that visual odometry can enable UAVs and MAVs to navigate in unknown environments where global localization is impossible.
As future work, we plan to combine the visual odometer with other navigation algorithms, including landmarks recognition and vision-based obstacle avoidance. This should enable visual odometry to operate in long range and goaloriented navigation. We are also implementing a modified version of the system which operates in real-time on-board the MAV.
